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When the lot fell upon Prophet Jonah, the mariners asked him, “What is your occupation? And whence do you

come? What is your country? And of what people are you?” (Jonah 1:8).  Jonah had to declare his full details

without hiding.  One’s identity is a crucial thing when we live with others.  Not only as individuals, but also as an

institution, when people ask us “Who are we? What is our origin? What is our nature? What is our

destination?” and questions such as these, we are required to answer plainly.

Who are we? What is our nature? Where do we come from and where are we going?  Do we know?  As there are

about 9500 staff members, are we fairly clear about our identity?  How do we identify or recognize a Christian

Community?  As a Christian community, how does Christian Medical College show itself to the world?

I would like to highlight the following seven characteristics as the identity of our institution.  I wonder whether

we would like to identify ourselves like something similar.

1. Scripture Based:  Our motto clearly is scripture based, rather a direct quote from the Gospels. “Not to be

ministered unto but to minister” (Mark 10:45).  Our training involves Scripture training in the form of Bible

classes.  The nurture of our staff includes Scripture based reflection like Maitri at the centre of its formation.

Scripture plays a central role in the way we care for people.  We see our healing ministry as a mandate given by

the Scripture.  Therefore, it looks natural to say that CMC is a Scripture based community.

2. Christ Centred:  In our mission statement, we have highlighted that the ministry of healing that we do in

CMC is done in the Spirit of Christ.    What does it mean to say that we act in the Spirit of Christ?  Do we ask

a question every now and then “What would Jesus do in a specific situation”?  Do we consider that all our

discussions, deliberations and decisions are done in the Spirit of Christ?  Will an ordinary patient, with no

recommendation or reference, receive compassionate treatment in our portals, whether he is rich or poor?  It is

on that day someone can recognise us as a Christ Centred community.

3. Prayer Filled:  We pray for new equipment, we pray for every patient who comes here for treatment, and we

pray for all the students and staff of CMC.  One staff member narrated his experience.  When a major surgery

had to be performed on a patient, different team members of the unit came and did their part.  This staff member

also did whatever was expected of him and as he leaving the patient’s room, he said, “God will take care of you

and the procedure”.  Immediately, the patient asked, “Sir, are you all trained to say this? The nurse said this,

the doctor said this, and the technician too.”  The staff recounted how the patient was so reassured that

everything is done here prayerfully.
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4. Mission Focused:

When Dr. Ida began this institution, she trained people so that they could be sent out to minister.  For decades,

we have been following this tradition so that many small and big hospitals in our land receive professionals

trained in CMC.  Our training is done with the focus of missions.  Mission (going out) is done on the pattern of

Christ who sent his disciples to build the Kingdom of God.  We are training here not to sit and consolidate

ourselves, but to heal and strengthen others and other places of healing.  If our training is not mission focused,

we need to redesign our curriculum.  The mission of God we are involved is healing of nations.

5. Poor Biased:  Our mission statement has a clear stand regarding our bias towards the poor and marginalised.

It has to be articulated clearly, since many missions in our times are for those who have resources.  But we have

chosen to side with the poor and marginalised by giving them concessions and considerations.  The percentage

of budget allotted every year is indicative of our commitment to those who are without sufficient resources.  The

sad part of the story is that some of us tend to think that the poor are a hindrance for our mission.  Rather, they

are the reason for our mission.  When they

don’t come to us for different reasons, we are impoverished.  (It is possible that we systematically exclude them

from our presence)  We are impoverished by their absence amongst us.  We miss out the lessons they might be

teaching us and our students in life and specifically in building the Kingdom of God.

6. Justice Motivated:  Justice is a common theme we see in many of the Parables of the Kingdom by Jesus.

God’s justice is sometimes different from what we think is justice.  The parable of workers employed at

different times is a powerful one to understand how our justice sometimes is different from the way God thinks.

His justice is not right based, but grace based.  It might involve even suffering for the sake of others.

7. Excellence Driven:  Excellence is defined by relevance.  It is giving the best in the context of limited

resources.  It is being open and transparent when there is big push to overpower and boast. It is not being

complacent about some good work we have done, rather looking for better things for God’s kingdom.  It is

being compassionate even if the whole world is focusing on what they will get out of any situation.

The disciple of Jesus - Apostle Thomas- demanded to see the identity of Jesus to verify His resurrection.  Jesus

was willing to show the marks on His hand and on His side as the mark of a loving compassionate Lord.  Maybe

as a Christian community, CMC is asked to show its marks.  What are our marks we can show to others as a

community committed to the suffering Christ?
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